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6. Abstract
The overall objective of this effort in support of the Magsat (Mag- ,
r_etic Fields Satellite) project has been to investigate the feasibili-;.
ty of modeling magnetic fields due to certain electrical currents flog
wing in the earth's ionosphere and magnetosphere. A new method was
devised to carry out forward modeling of the magnetic perturbations
that arise from space currents. The procedure utilizes a linear cur-
rent element re presentation of the distributed electrical currents.
The finite thickness elements are combined into loo ps which are in
turn combined into cells having their base in the ionosphere. In
addition to the extensive field modeling, additional .software was de-
veloped for the reduction and anal ysis of the Magsat Data in terms of
the external current effects. Direct comparisons between the models
and the Magsat data are possible.
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The overall goal of this investigation has been to study the feasibi-
lity of modeling the magnetic fields produced by certain electrical
currents flowing in the earth's ionosphere-magnetosphere system. Vector
magnetic field measurements from the near-polar orbiting Magsat satellite
1	 contain, in addition to the main geomagnetic field and crustal anomaly
fields, contributions that arise from these external currents. In
fulfilling the ultimate goals of the Magsat project, it is desirable that
the external current effects be identified in the observations and sub-
sequently separated from the internal field. The objective of this
investigative effort has been to determine the capability of a modeling
procedure to facilitate the separation of these external and internal com-
ponents.
The approach of this feasibility study was to develop forward modeling
procedures through which the magnetic effects of model currents may be
derived. It is intended to enable the modeling of, separately, the
equatorial electrojet, Sq currents, and the effects due to auroral zone
and polar cap currents including the high lat'tude ionosphere-magnetosphere
coupling currents. Candidate current systems were devised and resulting
'typical' magnetic field signatures calculated for comparison with Magsat
observations.
The effort has successfully demonstrated that an efficient, com-
putationally economical, y et accurate, model of the magnetic effects of
distributed space currents could be developed.
II. PROJECT EVOLUTION
A.	 Historical Perspectives
Prior to the Magne'.ic Fields Satellite (MAGSAT), previous satellite
measurements of near-earth vector magnetic fields had been severely
limited, both in number and in quality. The Navy TRIAD satellite carried a
tri-axial n.agnetometer into a near earth-polar orbit at 800 km. A number
of investigators have used the TRIAD data in studying the signatures of
high latitude field-aligned currents (krmrtrong and Zmuda, 1970, 1973;
Zmuda and Armstrong, 1974; Iijima and Potemra, 1976a,b, 1978; Sugiura and
Potemra, 1976). Due to a relatively poor knowledge of the spacecraft atti-
tude, however, TRIAD data has not been of significance for detailed
modeling of the earth's main magnetic field.
At the time of Magsat, magnetic field observations made from the
ISIS-2 satellite were also being successfully employed to study high lati-
tude perturbations associated with the Birkeland currents (Klumpar et al,
1976; Burrows et al., 1976; McDiarmid et al., 1977, 1978). Deviations on
the order o` 1000 nT in the component transverse to the main field are not
uncommon in the Birkeland current regions. The ISIS data is unique by vir-
tue of the fact that direct comparisons of magnetic perturbations with
charged particle and plasma observations are being made simultaneously from
a single satellite (Klumpar et al., 1976).
	 Results of these comparisons
illustrate that the magnetic signatures attributed to Birkelard currents
are not always unique to locations where auroral particle precipitation is
present (K'iumpar, 1976, 1979).
The first near-earth satellite measurements of the earth's global
magnetic field usable for providing large scale field models were those of
2
the Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (POGO) series. These satellites
measured only the scalar magnetic field primarly during the last half of
1	 the 1960's over an altitude range from 400 
kin
	
1510 kin.	 Several magnetic
field models based upon the POGO data had been published. Langel (1973a.b,
1915a,b) carried out a detailed analysis of the POGO scalar magnetic field
data at high latitudes. His analysis shows that there are extended regions
i
over which the field is enhanced or devressed with res0ect to the model
magnetic field. These variations can only partially be interpreted in
terms of horizontal ionospheric currents. Magnetospheric current systems
undoubtedly produce an important contribution to these field variations,
and would be no less important in the MAGSAT data.
The MAGSAT mission would represent the first time U.S. scientists
would have access to detailed, accurate vector magnetic fields from a near-
earth orbiting satellite.
R.	 P roposed Investigation
In response to NASA's announcement of Opportunit y from the Office of
Space and Terrestrial Applications (A.O. No. OSTA 78-1) dated September 1,
1 111 78 for "Data Use Investi g ations for the Ma gnetic Fields Satellite
(MAGSAT) Mission" a proposal was submitted from the Unive r sity of Texas at
Dallas in January, 19'9.
	
The proposed study, entitled "Investigation of
the Effects of External Current Systems on the MAGSAT Data Utilizing Grid
Cell Modeling Techniques" under the direction of Dr. David M. Klumpar, of
UT-Dallas as Principal Investigator, and Drs. Jerry L. Kisabeth (lniv. of
Alberta) and Walter J. Heikkila (UT-Dallas) as co-investigators, was to be
performed ,curing the period from 1 September, 1979 throu q h 31 august, 1981.
This original proposal had the following broad objective:
d
n
To apply a modeling procedure to the vector MAGSAT data in order to
separate the terrestrial component from that due to extraterrestrial
sources. The proposed study would contribute to the MAGSAT program
objectives in two ways:
i) Provide removal of those contributions to the measured field
that are undesirable for studies of the main core field and
localized crustal variations.
ii) Provide detailed accurate vector measurements of the field due
to ionospheric and magnetospheric currents for the purpose of
studying these current systems.
The proposed study was an ambitious one, involving 3.6 scientific man-
years of effort at a proposed cost of 5196,000 in January, 1979 dollars.
As originally proposed this effort had two major parts. The first part of
this proposed investigation was to model the effects of the various exter-
nal current systems (including induced currents in the earth) at obser-
vation positions relevant to the MAGSAT sate l lite orbit in order to
ascertain whether or not the fields due to external sources may be removed
from the MAGSAT data with any degree of accuracy. The second part of that
proposed investigation was the application of the resulting modeling tech-
niques to the MAGSAT data by taking into account the state (temporal and
spatial variations) of the external current systems at the time the data
was recorded. The investigation would be a natural extension of magnetic
field modeling techniques under development for a number of years at the
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, anu the Texas A. and M. University
at College Station, Texas (see Kisabeth, 1975, Kisabeth and Postoker,
1977). Those modeling techni ques have been successfully used in the
4
modeling of magnetic field measurements from many sources including ground-
1
based magnetometer arrays in northern Canada and in Scandinavia (Oldenburg,
1976; Kisabeth and Rostoker, 1977; Hughes and Rostoker, 1979; Bannister and
Gough, 1978), high latitude total field variations (AB) from the OGO 2, 4,
and 6 satellites, and vecto r field component measurements from polar
i	 orbiting satellites ISIS-2 and TRIAD.
1
In its original form, the concept of the investigation included
j	 extensive detailed modeling as well as direct application to the reduction
of MAGSAT data.
j	 The first part of the proposed research would deal primarily wi'.h
the development of modeling programs necessary to predict magnetic field
j
perturbations at MAGSAT orbital altitudes due to external current systems
(and induced current_ in the earth). These external current systems may be
subdivided into the following categories for study:
i. Sq current system and the equatorial electrojet.
ii. Auroral zone and polar cap current systems along
with ionospheric-magnetospheric coupling currents
(e.g., Region 1 and 2 fielc aligned currents,
polar electrojets, currents associated with magne-
tospheric convection).
iii. Ping current (asymmetries in the ring current could
also be included in category (ii)).
iv. Bow shock, magnetosheath, magnetopause and magne-
totail currents.
The effects of induct i on in the conducting earth due to time
variations of the external systems could be treated by assumin g the earth
to be infinitely conducting below a given depth. This mor:i has worked
especially well for substorm current systems (see Kisabeth, 1975). A more
realistic conductivity structure would be extremely difficult to include
with sources as ccmplex as the current systems given above (Mareschal and
Kisabeth, 1977).
After suitable computer programs had been developed for current
systems in each of the categories above, a detailed study was proposed to
determine the magnetic signatures of each current system along the MAGSAT
orbit for varying degrees of magnetic activity.
The second part of this proposed research was the application of the
results of the modeling study to MAGSAT data reduction, the main goal being
to see if contributions from the various external current systems can be
systematically identified and thus removed from the magnetometer data. The
degree to which this can be done would provide valuable information con-
cerning the accuracy of the reduced data set which is to be used to study
the main field and crustal anomalies.
The UT-Dallas proposal was provisionally accepted on July 5, 1979, for
negotiation as one of the investigations to be performed using data from
the MAGSAT mission.
C.	 The Descoping Phase
During the seven months following provisional acceptance, the
UT-Dallas proposal proceeded through the so-called negotiation stage,
durinu which a draft statement of work was prepared and circulated. Also,
during this 1-year period following proposal submission one of the proposed
co-investigators (J. L. Kisabeth) assumed a position with industry outside
;f the space science research stream. Th's necessitated his withdrawal
6
Ifrom the project as a direct active participant in its development.
Because of his acknowledged expertise in the field and the recognized value
of his advice we sought and received from his new employer consent to uti-
lize his expertise as an informal consultant if only on a very limited
basis.
I	 Shortly thereafter UT-Dallas was informed that there had been severe
cutbac^s in investigatory funding and that the UT-Dallas proposed effort
was being reduced to that of a "feasibility study". By the end of January,
1980, a new statement of work had been drafted by NASA and accepted by the
P.I.	 It represented only a small fraction of the level of effort that was
deemed necessary for a full treatment o^ the important problem of external
cur rent effects on low-altitude magnetic measurements. Still the delays
continued. Active negotiation of the contract was held in limbo between
February and August of 1980. During these seven very frustrating months
conflicting reports were received that only some or even none of the Magsat
investigations might receive funding. Finally in September of 1980; two
years after the initial Ma g sat Investigaticns announcement of Opportunity;
eleven months after the MAGSAT launch; and 3 months after satellite reentry
the UT-Dallas contract was funded. The final contract called for 0.7
scientific man-years of effort in comparison to the proposed 3.6 man-years
and was funded at $64,000, a reduction by more than two-thirds of that ini-
tially proposed.
D.	 Final Statement of ',fork
The Statement of 'Mork consists of • lie objective to be satisfied by the
effort, the ap proach to be used in sa g s v'^ing the objective, and the
tasks reauir—F to satisfy it. For Magsat investigation M-013, the
7atement cf ''4ork is as follows:
Objective:
The objective of this effort is to perform d feasibility study of a
modeling procedure to Magsat data to separate t'ie terrestrial com-
ponent from that due to extraterrestrial sources.
Approach:
The investigator shall perform a feasibility study of modeling
programs necessary to predict magnetic field perturbations at Magsat
orbital altitudes due to external current system s_ and induced currents
in the Earth. These external current systems will ze subdivided into
the following categories for study:
a. Sq current systems and the equatorial electrojet
b. Auroral Zone and polar cap current systems along with
ionospheric-magnetospheric coupling curents (e.g., Region 1 a ,id 2
field-aligned currents, polar electrojects, currents associated with
magnetospheric convection)
c. Ring current (asymmetries in the ring current will also be
included in category b.
e. Bow shock, magnetoshfath, magneLopause and magnetotail currents.
The effects of inductior in the conducting Earth due to time
variations of the external systems shall be treated by assuming the
Earth to be infinitely conducting below a given depth.
Because the software developed under this contract may be important to
the ability of other Magsat investigators in separating external
fields from anomaly fields, all results, including software and docu-
mentation, are to be made available (pre-publication) to otner
investigators via the Maosat Project Scientist. This insure that the
cooperative scientific effort described in Task d (below) will be
fulfilled.
Tasks:
The following casks shall be performed by the investigator in
fulfillment of the above objectives:
8
a. Obtain and render operable, existing software developed by Dr.
^•	 Kisabeth.
b. Extend the capability of software, as required, to enable
`	
modeling of:
(1) The Sq current system and equatorial electrojet, and
(2) Auroral zone and polar cap current systems along with
i	 ionospheric-magnetospheric coupling currents.
c. Utilize the software to derive "typical" magnetic signatures of
these current systems for local times pertinent to the Magsat orbit.
d. Compare these signatures to signatures derived from Magsat data.
This should be carried out cooperatively with other Magsat investi-
gators (e.g., the U.S. Geological Survey, Dr. Po^emra, Dr. Burrows).
e. Prepare and submit to NASA periodic progress reports and a
detailed final report documenting the results of this investigation.
9
III. ACCOMPLISHMENTS (RESULTS)
The overall accomplishment of this investigation has been the develop-
ment of a new modeling technique that accurately determines the vector
magnetic field that would arise from electrical currents distributed
throughout the near-earth space environment. the modeling procedure has
been applied specifically to the terrestrial high latitude ionospheric
currents and to the ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling cu rrents to ascertain
their contributions to the magnetic fields measured by high latitude
ground-based magnetometer arrays and to the field perturbations observed
from low aititude polar orbitng satellites. The princi ples of the
modeling techniquz are general and may readily be applied to other distri-
buted current systims found in the ionosphere and in the magnetosphere.
The mod em ' jas used to derive typical magnetic sign-tures of these high
latitude currents and was applied specifically to Magsat orbits for "irect
comparison with empirically determined magnetic perturbations derived from
the Magsat data. To support these comparisons considerable effort has also
expended under this contract to develop software for the reduction of
Magsat data co produce the empirical magnetic perturbations. The fallowing
paragraphs describe, in detail, the accomplishments ;i?der the two c-te-
gorier of Magsat data reduction and =ield Modeling.
A. Magsat Data Reduction
Although the primary goal of this contract v .as to develop field
modelin g techniques for the near-earth magnetic field arising from exterral
currents, such development cannot successfully be carried out ovithout con-
comitant study and analysis of the actual Magsat Data. The following
10
paragraphs describe the Magsat data reduction efforts carried out at
UT-Dallas under this contract.
The initial Magsat data reduction program was developed to read the
Magsat Chronicle format data tapes on a U.T.D. PDP 11/45 computer. The
capability to read the Chronicle tapes and printout either the orbital data
alone or both orbital and magnetic field-values from both scalar -ind vector
magnetometers for any specified time period contained on the source tape
was the first step to accessing the Magsat data. The program cimputes
geodetic longitude and latitude, and altitude of the spacecraft and outputs
this information along with inertial and magnetic coordinate positions.
The magnetic field observations during each second are scanned with maxi-
mum, minimum, and average values for each scalar head and each vector com-
ponent being printed at one second intervals. This software package formed
the basis of addit ,nal data reduction software that stores selected por-
tions of Magsat data on magnetic disk. Additional data reduction software
was then developed to access the stored data, subtract a spherical harmonic
model field, and plot each of the three resultant magnetic component
deviations and the scalar field difference on a high resolution interactive
vector graphics terminal.
The graphics capability f,,r visualizing the Magsat observations as
deviations with respect to a spherical harmonic main field model is
illustrated in the accompanying figures. Figure 1 shows from top to bottom
the deviations in the North, East, Vertical components, and the scalar
magnitude deviation with respect to the MGST(6, 180) spherical harmonic field
model - r the Magsat orbit over the northern hemisphere from 10:51 - 11:21
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figure depicts the location of the satellite in an Invariant
Latitude/Magnetic Local Time coordinate system for re'erence to the data
plot. Perturbations in all three vector components, but particularly in
tht E-W component, are evident as the satellite passes thorough the
Birkeland current system near the dusk and dawn locations of the auroral
oval centered near 60 0 invariant latitude. This plot shows the large-scale
features over a 30-minute portion of the orbit with a plotted resolution of
two-seconds along the satellite orbit. In order to examine details and
finer scale perturbations, the graphics routine developed at UTD has the
capability to "home in" on a selected time interval and plot the obser-




where now only a five-minute portion of the data of figure 1 are presented
over that segment of the orbit that crosses the dawn sector of the
Birkeland curent system.	 In this plot the resolution has been increased by
a factor of two to one-second along the orbit. 4 number of small-scale
features are now visible on this plot that were unresolved in Figure 1.
It is sometimes useful to view the magnetic perturbations as they would
appear in an alternate coordinate system. Figure 3 illustrates the effect
of a coordinate transformation to a system in which the field vector is
resolved into components a l ong (S) and perpendicular (D) to the earth-sun
line. In this coordinate system the polar cap top hat in the sunward-
antisunward component of the magnetic field, often attributed to magne-
tospheric convection, stands out quite clearly as a positive perturbation
in the S component at invariant latitudes above 69 0 . Note in this figure
that the D component perturbation at these high latitudes 	 essentially




about equally to the N and E components.
The desire to visualize, with respect to the auroral oval, the Magsat
derived magnetic perturbations along the orbit path has prompted us to
develop as a first step, an orbit plotting program. Ultimately this
program will be able to display horizontal magnetic perturbation vectors at
regular intervals along the satellite orbit. The entire sequence of Magsat
orbits in magnetic local time, invariant latitude coordinates over northern
latitudes (}50 0 ) is shown in Figure 4 for November 4, 1979. Note that as
universal time advances through the day beginning in the upper left plot
the orbital path of the satellite progresses across the polar ionosphere
from the dayside of the polar cap to the nightside. Those orbits occurring
during the first few hours of the day pass through or close to the so-
called magnetospheric cusp where there are unique currents. At later uni-
versal times (near 1300 UT) the satellite cuts lie along or near the
0600-1800 magnetic meridian where the high latitude current pattern differs
from that near the cusp. Later the orbit plane passes on the nightside of
the 0600-1800 meridian and then returns to the dayside before midnight.
Thus due to the location of the Magsat orbit and to the offset of the
Magnetic pole relative to the geographic pole there is a systematic and
repeatable 24-hour periodicity in the location of the satellite orbit with
respect to the auroral and polar currents.
It follows that there will also be a systematic and repeatable 24-hour
pattern in the magnetic perturbation signatures derived from the 71agsat
data. To demonstrate this repeatabilit, .ve have selected a sequence of six
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Figure 5 illustrates the remarkable similarity between the Maosat orbital
paths for similar universal times on each of the three days. The Sunward
components of the relative magnetic perturbations for each of the 18 passes
(two missing) are shown in Figure 6 with the same relative positions as in
the previous figure. The day to day similarity of the perturbations on
each of the three da y s during identical universal time periods is apparent
as is the consistent change in the character of the perturbation signature
with increasing universal time during each day.
During the early hours of the day (02-08 UT) the sunward component pertur-
bations appear to be highly structured with a tendency for a positive per-
turbation over the center of the polar cap. At later times as the
satellite orbit approaches the dawn-dusk magnetic meridian a nearly
constant positive top hat develops with steep negative perturbations on
either side of the polar cap. The dawn-dusk component of the magnetic
field is shown for the same orbits in Figure 7. 	 again there i s a systema-
tic variation with universal time. Near the 0600-1800 meridian the pertur-
bation si g nature is ne g ative on the afternoon side of the polar cap and
positive on the morning side. At later times both sides of the polar oval
Misplay negative D-component perturbations.
In addition to addressing the repeatability and overall constancy of
the polar external current systems, the significance of these periodic and
repeatable patterns lies in their potential effect on c rustal anomaly stu-
dies.
	
An example will illr,strate the problem. 	 Consider a particular
region of the earth's surface centered at some intermediate geograph c
latitude, say at 60 0 N. The magnetic field attributed to crustal anomalies
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Magsat observations taken when the satellite passes over the surface loca-
tion in question. All Magsat passes over the location in question will
occur at one or the other of two particular universal times, namely when
the earth rotates through the orbital plane of the satellite. Thus each
point on the ground has magnetic values associated with it that are taken
at only two specific and unique universal times. Since at each particular
universal time there is a consistent and uni que magnetic perturbation asso-
ciated with the external currents, the magnetic signature att • ibuted to
each surface location will have a consistent component due :o the external
high latitude currents as well as to any crustal anomaly that might be pre-
sent. Thus great caution must be exercised when inferring magnetic anoma-
lies at middle and high latitudes. Simply removing temporal variations or
picking magnetically quiet days will not remove the consistent and
repeatable external current effects discussed here.
B.	 Field Modeling
It was originally envisioned that this research project to model the
magnetic fields of certain distributed currents in space would utilize the
techniques developed by J. L. Kisabeth and would extend the capabilities of
that method as required. Durina the early stages of the project that tech-
ni que was evaluated as to its applicability to the problem at hand with due
consideration of the available resources.
	
It was found that, although the
techni que is a sound one, it nevertheless carried with it a number of
constraints which limited its scope and made it less desi rable than it
first appeared. One severe limitation contained in that modeling technique
was the existence of artificial upper and lower latitude cutoffs for the
input current system. Currents existing high in the polar cap could not be
22
conveniently handled by the Kisabeth model. As it was our desire to model
the fields due to distributed currents with little or no artificial
1	
constraints on their geometrical distribution, this limitation was con-
sidered to be undesirable. Correcting this situation would have requtired
lconsiderable modification to the existing software. A second limitation
lay in the resolution within which currents could be specified. The
Kisabeth grid cell model existing in 1980 could handle currents specified
in a grid cell having the dimensions of only 2 0 of latitude by 15 0 of
longitude.	 It was r on s i dered desirable to work with higher resolution than
this since real ionospheric current variations on a smaller spatial scale
than 2 0 by 15 0 were expected. This limitation was not considered to be
insurmountable. It would have been possible to expand the number of grid
cells to gain higher resolution, however the price would have entailed an
inordinate increase in the required computational resources. Already ti,e
existing pro g rams re quired a large computer and a relatively large com-
puting budget. A computer ,-un costing several hundred dollars would have 	 i
been necessary each time a set of kernals was needed to be generated.
Because of the exploratory nature of the proposed investigat4on our limited
computer budget would have been quickly depleted.
In order to bypass the limitations discussed above we began to consider
alternative techniques. We were driven by the desi re to develop an effi-
cient but accurate technique that would not seriously restrict the form or
f	
magnliude of the input current distribution. Furthermore, any new method
developed would have to be capable of operating on a small computer such
our SDP 11/45 computer, for which no time-bese operating charges are
assessed.	 As various alternatives were reviewed, it became clear that a
23
relatively straight forward approach utilizing the most basic laws of
magnetism and vector mathematics might be best suited to the available
rescurces.
The magnetic field computation techni que thus developed "s based upo,i
the additive properties of rector fields. 	 In general, the fielCl 'ector at
a point in space is the vector sum of the vector components arising from
all of the elemental f eld sources in the universe. 	 In the present c,^
the magnetic field at a point is computed by summing the contributions ol.
all of the assumed current z that exist everywhere in space. The assumed
current distribution is modeled by decomposing the actual current distribu-
tion into an arbitrary number of finite length cu rrent elements. The tech-
nique itself relies upon the use of an analytical expresFion for the
magnetic field of a straight current carrying filament having an extended
and smoothly varying truss-sectional cur-ent density. The cross-sectional
current density profile looks somewhat like a s quare wave pulse with
rounded corners. The us- of such a platykurtic distribution ha: keen found
to eliminate discontinuities that exist in a square wave representation and
allows for ea^ v calculation of the vector magnetic field at any point in
the world space.
The total current distribution to be calculated is represented by an
arbitrary number of these finite length current elements. Typically
several hundred such current elements are used to represent tree horizontal
and field-aligned current Histribution over the high latitude ionosphere.
9y a suitable summation of the field at eacn point due to the contributions
from all current elements, the magnetic field may be calculated anywhere,
Such as on the earth's surface or alon g a satellite orbit. The resultant
24
magnetic perturbations for each vector-field component are displayed on a
high resolution vector graphics terminal by means of a computer program
designed to allow the operator to interactively modify the model parame-
ters. The initial development of this model was restricted to a hypotheti-
cal satellite orbit at 90 0 inclination in the dawn dusk meridian plane and
the initial computations included only the sunward component of the pertur-
baton fiela at various constant altitudes. A sample plot of the output
from this initial model is shown in figure a. The main plot on this figure
shows the sunward directed component of the magnetic field calculated at 94
separate observation points as a function of -latitude along a hypothetical
orbit at a constant altitude of 500 km. The input current system is a
"classical" large-scale Birkeland sheet current model with downward
directed currents in the high latitude postmidnight and the low latitude
pre-midnight portions and upward directed currents in the high latitude
pre-midnight and low latitude postmidnight sectors. This current system is
represented computationally in this example by 324 linear current elements
as described above. The field-aligned currents are closed by N-S currents
in the ionosphere at 110 km altitude. No E-'W ionospheric currents have
been included. The center of the current sheets are located in the figure
by the vertical lines at 70.5° and 77.5 0 latitude.
	
The latitudinal
distribution of current intensity is plotted along the top of the main
panel. The clock dial in the lower right-hand quadrant depicts the
satellite orbit.
Following this initial development the capabilities of the model were
extended considerably to allow the computation of all three vector com-




























































































































































restriction on possible satellite orbits was also almost entirely elimi-
nated allowing the magnetic field components to be computed for virtually
any satellite orbit over a range of inclinations and altitudes and having
an arbitrary angle between the orbital plane and the earth-sun line.
Figures 9 through 12 show sample plots of the model magnetic field output
for a satellite at 500 km altitude with various orbital inclination angles.
The main plots on these figures show three orthogonal components of the
`I	 magnetic field each calculated at 94 separate observation points as a func-
tion of latitude. The solid curve is the sunward component, the dot-dash
curve is the dawn-dusk component and the dashed curve the vertical com-
ponent. The input current system is a "classical" large-scale Birkeland
sheet current model with downward directed currents in the high latitude
postmidnight and the low latitude pre-midnight portions and upward directed
currents in the high latitude pre-midnight and low latitude postmidnight
sectors. This current system is represented computationally in this
example by 324 linear current elements as described above. The field-
aligned currents are closed by ,-S currents in the ionosphere at 110 km
altitude. No E-W ionospheric currents have been included. The centers of
the current sheets are located in the figures by the vertical lines at 61°
and 70° invariant latitude. The latitudinal distribution, of current inten-
sity is plotted along the top of the main panel. The clock dial in the
lower right-hand quadrant a g ain depicts the satellite orbit.
Two additional extensions of the magnetic field modeling software were
then made that significantly extended the ability of the model to handle
realistic current systems and display the results more realistically. The











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































built into the model. Furthermore, the resulting magnetic field pertur-
bations could additionally be computed and plotted in an N,E, V coordinate
system.
Figure 13 is a schematic representation in the magnetic local time-
magnetic latitude coordinate system of the linear current elements used to
model, to zeroth order, the naturally occurring field-aligned currents
above the high latitude ionosphere. Each circle with its appropriate
cross-hatching represents the location, current intensity, and current flow
direction for a linear current element. The superposition of all these
current elements approximates a "classical" large-scale Birkeland sheet
current moael with downward directed currents in the high latitude postmid-
night and the low latitude pre-midnight portions and upward directed
currents in the high latitude pre-midnight and low latitude post-midnight
sectors. For this particular instance low-level distributed inward field-
aligned currents exist between 0800 and 1600 hours on the dayside and simi-
lar outward directed currents appear on the nightside. These distributed
currents are necessary to maintain continuity of the horizontal ionospheric
closure currents shown in Figure 14. In this figure the arrows represent
the direction and relative magnitude of the Hall and Pedersen ionospheric
closure currents. For the current system illustrated here the majority of
the Birkeland current closure occurs in the N-S direction with the eastward
and westward closure currents becoming proportionally stronger near the
dusk and dawn sectors respectively and decreasing to zero near noon and
midnight.
Figures 15 and 16 depict the magnetic perturbations that would be
observed by magnetometers on a satellite along two hypothetical orbits that
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figure the upper panel shows the 'atitudinal pro
components of 8 to an X,Y,Z coordinate system while the center panel
depicts the field components in the more conventional N,E,V coordinate
system. Showr in the bottom panel of Figures 15 and 16 are the field-
aligned current densities encountered at each point along the satellite
orbit. The clock dial in the upper right quadrant depicts the satellite
orbit in a Magnetic Local-Time and Invariant Latitude coordinate system.
In Figura 1; the satellite has an orbital inclinat i on of 90 0
 and its orbi-
tal plane is contained in the dawn-dusk meridian. As expected the major
perturbation in the magnetic field appears in the east-west component a,d
has its greatest gradient, co-located with the local field-aligned current.
In Figure 16 a slightly different orbit has been chosen with an orbital
inclination of 96 0 . Now the satellite passes slightly to the dayside of
the dawn-dusk meridian. Comparison with Figure 15 reveals that the east-
west magnetic component is virtually unchanged whereas a substantial N-S
component has now developed in the magnetic field. This kind of comparison
illustrates the strong effect that relatively small displacements in the
lo-ation of the measuring point can have upon the vector ma g ne t -';, 'ield.
At this stage the model had reached a level of development whereby
extensive testing of its predictive capabilities could begin. Pursuant to
that end, we took the initial steps to conduct comparative modeling of ^n
agreed-upon input ionospheric and field-aligned current system in coopera-
ti n with the National Research Council of Canada group. A second test o-
one portion of our new modeling package was carried out using a horizontal
ionospheric current system pubiis.,ed by Akasofu et al (1981). These
researchers have deduced a model of the total ionospheric current distribu-
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tion based l ipon five minute averages of the magnetic fie l d measured on the	 i
ground with the Alaska Meridian Chain of Magnetometers. Using a likeness
of their ionospheric current distribution from Figure 4 of the referenced
paper, we have calculated the three-dimen;icnal field-aligned current
distribution around the polar ionosphe re that would be required to maintain
continuity of the total current system. Our results are shown in Figure
17,	 this figure is a color-coded representation of the direction and
magnitu.'e of the resulting field-aligned current densities over the polar
region. The color hues of the red-orange-yellow portion of spectrum repre-
sent varying intensities of downward directed currents and those of green
and blue represent various intensities of upward directed currents as shown
in the bar scale , in the lower right hand corner. The gross features of
this plot closely resemble those deduced by Akasofu et al. and shown in
their Figure 5. This pattern i ,^ also generally consistent with the overall
empirical distribution of Region 1 and Region 2 field-aligned currents
deduced from satellite data. Our model has also been used to p roduce the
magnetic field perturbations that would be observed from a satellite
passing through this current system, as well as those that would 5e
observed on the ground below. Those latter distributions should compare
with the input magnetic field measurements used by Akasofu.
A further test of our modeling capability is, at the time of this
writing, being undertaker. 	 It serves as an example of our ability to model
complex input current distributions. This test utilizes as input to the
model a complex ionospheric current distribution deduced by Y. Kamide of
Kyoto Sangyo 'University in Kyoto, Japan from an extensive set of ground-
















used as input to the model is shown in Figure 18. This figure illuscrates
the degree of complexity with which our model is capable of operating.
With these highly spatial varying horizontal currents and the requirement
that the currents be continuous, the field-aligned current distribution
required for closure is shown in Figure 19. Combining these ionospheric
and field-aligned currents together we model the magnetic perturbations
that would be observed at a satellite crossing over the current system as
shown in Figure 20. The satellite orbit is shown i,; the polar dial at the
right side of the figure.
One further capability of our modeling proceCure is illustrated in
Figure 21. Owing to the high computational efficiency and the com-
putational organization of the modeling technique we are not limited to
calculating the magnetic perturbations at just a few points or just along a
particular satellite orbit. The model easily calculates the vector com-
ponent perturbations everywhere. This figure shows in a three-dimensional
perspective drawing the relative amplitude of one component of the magnetic
perturbations at equally spaced grid points everywhere on the surface of a
spherical cap at 500 km altitude over the north polar regions down to 500
latitude.
C. Comparisons of Model with Magsat perturbation Signatures
Our modeling capability now allows us to make direct comparisons bet-
ween model predictions and actual Magsat perturbations by additional soft-
ware that allows us to calculate along an an actual '4agsat orbit the
magnetic perturbations that would be seen at the satellite for an assumed
current distribution. This gives us the capability for direct comparison
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of the input current system the current distribution that yields the best
fit between the measured and predicted magnetic perturbations can be deter-
mined.
An illustration of the effec-. of large-scale ionospheric and field-
aligned (Birkeland) Currents on the Magsat data is shown in Figure 22. The
left side of the figure represents model magnetic perturbations calculated
from a relatively simple distribution of north-south and east-west
ionospheric currents that are fed by classical Region 1 and Region 2
Birkeland currents. The right hand side shows the actual data from Magsat
as it passed over the northern polar regions between 10:45 and 11:06 UT on
December 4, 1979. The large scale features in all three compoents (North,
East, and Vertical) measured at Magsat are reproduced in the model calcula-
tions. Note that the relative current strengths have not been optimized in
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A.	 MAGSAT Chronicle Tape Manipulation Programs
Software described in this section was developed for or modified for
use in reducing the Magsat data at the University of Texas at Dallas and
graphically displaying the reduced data for further analysis.
1.	 Tape Reading Programs
MSMDI - Magsat Monitor to Disk
Intended by the original author Ron Cook as a monitor to enable
several user selected modes of operation within the data analysis
subroutines, and now serves only to tell the user the present date and
time and then to call MSDI. This routine was written by Ron Cook and
modified by Dale Greer, both of UT-Dallas.
MSDI - Magsat Data to Disk
This program is of major importance to Magsat data reduction. It
reformats Magsat data and stores it in a disk file for subsequent
plotting.
In addition to selecting a time window, the user must select either
the "AL" or the "OR" mode. In the "AL" mode, the disk file is celled
MAGSAT.DAT and will contain all orbital observations within U e time
window followed by all the vector observations Nithin the time window.
In the "OR" mode, the disk file will be calved SATORB.DAT and will
contain orbital observations only.
Finally, in the "AL" mode, the user must select either regular den-
sity, whereby each disk file vector record will contain tie average of
16 vector observations, or hexadecuple density whereby each vector
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observation is written to disk.
t	 Each record contains five four byte words. Integers written to
disk are double precision.
Development of this program was made more difficult than Necessary
by irreqularities in the tape format and by incomplete documentation
of same.	 The following is a list of surprises and irritations.
(1) There is a four minute overlap at both ends of each orbital
record, but there is no mention of this in the CSC manual.
(2) Orbital records begin on odd numbered hours plus 56 minutes. This
makes day boundaries somewhat difficult to cross, especially when
the manual says nothing about it.
(3) Some vector records begin at negative times, no documentation, of
course.
(4) Some vector record; are types 5, 6, 7 while others are types
8,9,10.	 The manual mentions 5,6, 7 only.
(5) Some expected vecto r records are missinq. This is mentioned in
the manual but it would be better to fill in missing data with
dummy data indicating that these data are missing. Orbital inter-
polation goes haywire when the observation time increment jumps
from a small value to up to one complete revolution.
(6) Some scalar records are missing independently of the presence of
vector records. This is also mentioned in the manual but it is
bothersome to work around.
This software was authored by Ron Cook and was extensively modified by
Dale Greer, both of UT-Dallas.
RACTW - Request and Convert T ime 'dindow
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Called by MSDI this program requests the time window in year-month-
day, hour-minute-second and converts it to modified Julian day and
millisecond of day.
Author-Ron Cook
MTSTAT - Magsat Tape Status
Called by MSDI to report and act upon errors encountered while reading
Magsat tapes.
Author-Ron Cook
SBFIBM-Swap Bytes from IBM




Called by MSDI to convert from IBM to Dec. singe precision floating
point format. No source file for this one.
Author-Lou 'Wadel
2. Data Plotting Programs
ORBPLT-Orbit Plot
From the data in SATORB, DAT, ORBPLT plots the orbital section
within 50 to 90 degrees norih or south latitude, depending on user




'his program is used to find the start and stop times to be entered
'	 into MSPLT so that eacn vector data plot will cover the same area.
Author-Dale Greer
MSPLT-Magsat Plot
From the data in Magsat, MSPLT plots delta-6, the difference between
the field measured and the field model (currently MGST680), the scalar dif-
ference is derived from the vectors.
MSPLT also plots the orbital section in geomagnetic coordinates for
the time during which the measurements were taken. The orbit plot indica-
tes northern or southern hemisphere through the drawing a solid or a dotted
curve for each respectively.
Since it takes about a half second to process each vector record and
to find the values of the four points to be plotted therefrom, the user is
told how many points may be plotted from the chosen interval, and asked how
many of these pints are actually to be plotted. Points not plotted are




This program generates the field components from a model for sub-
Se quent subtraction from the measured values.
Author-unknown
Modified by Dale Greer
TOD-Time of Da
Called by MSPLT to get hour-minute-second of day from millisecond
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of day.
2.1 Subroutines Called by the Plotting Programs Only
POSIT - Position
This subroutine is the main part in a package of three interdepen-
dent subroutines obtained from some U.S. Government source.
POSIT was initially written to get the five orbital data points
necessary for interpolation, send these to STIROB to accomplish
such interpolation, then send these results to SATPOS to get the
interpolated coordinates into latitude, longitude, and radius.
Now, POSIT not only does that but alsu conditions coordina*-s jr.
geomagnetic coordinate interpolation, flags northern or so..,wo
hemisphere, and crosses day boundaries.
Author-Unknown
Extensively Modified by Dale Greer
r^7nnn	 n
This program does the actie, 1 interpolation.
Author-Unknown
SATPOS-Satellite Position
SATPOS takes X, Y, Z coordinates from DOSIT and converts to lati-
tude, longitude, and radius.
	 It can accomodate a rotating or a
stationary coordinat7 system.
Author-Unknown
Modified by Dale Greer
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TIME
Converts hour-minute-second to millisecond of day.
Author-Dale Greer
1	
2.2 Subroutines Called by both the Tape Reading and Data Plotting Programs
YMODOC-Year-month-day: day of =entury
Converts year-month-day to day of century.
Author-Ron Cook
DOCYMO-Day of Century: year-month-day
Converts day of century to year-month-day.
Author-Ron Cook
B.	 Modeling and Model Plotting Programs
The software described in this section -mas developed at the University
of Texas at Dallas to model the magnetic fie l ds that arise from distributed
electrical currents flowing thoruyh the near earth s pace environment. Care
was taken to permit tie calculation to be carried out O th the fewest
number of restrictions placed on the distribution of the input current
system. All programs in this section were authored by Dale Greer of the
University of Texas at Dallas.
CURDIS-Current Distribution
This program defines the model current distribution.
The model comprises a large number of current filaments assembl,=c
to simulate the Birkeland sheet currents. The filaments are 1'^2
current carrying wires in that they have thickness, but unlike wires
they have a smoothly varying cross-sectional current density, i.e.,
the density varies as the hy perbolic secant of the s quare of the
52	 i
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distance from the center. Such a distribution shall be referred to as
Kurtic (from the Greek "Kurtos"-bulging or swelling.
V	 The basic element of the model is the filament. The filaments are
combined into loops and the loops are combined into cells. The base
of the cell is in the ionosphere and comprises one north-south fila-
ment and one east-west filament. These filaments are sourced and
sinked by the field-aligned filaments which are tangent to the magne-
tic field lines at thF ionos phere. These filaments are straight and
are three earth radii in length.
A more complex model, in which the field aligned filaments curved
with the field lines all the way to the equatorial plane was tested.
The increased complexity made a barely discernible difference in the
final result and so was scrapped in favor of the forme r , simpler, and
hence faster, model.
The current in each filament is defined at the base of the cell.
The north-south and east-west components in the ionosphere gi g, e the
current for the entire corresponding loop. The thickness of each fila-
ment is defined separately. These parameters are changed by modifica-
tion of the source program.
The spatial parameters are defined interactively by the user. The
user must give:
(1) The number of cell rings, i.e., the numbe r
 of cells one would
encounter on a trip from the pole to the equator.
(2) The number of cells per 360 de g rees longitude.
(3) The latitudinal ranae in which the cells are distributed.
(4) The maximum radius of the filaments, in meters.
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h latitudinal compression takes place.
ie thickness of each filament, the current in
each filament, the endpoints of the filaments, and the angles through
which the filaments must be rotated in a disk file called DIS.DAT.
The endpoints and angles are not given for each filament, rather
advanta ge is taken of the symmetry of the model to decrease the size
of the data file and speed up processing.
AMPLT-Ampere Plot
AMPLT shows the current flowing through the surface of a sphere
just above the ionospheric currents for the Birkeland current model
defined by CURDIS.
Each circle represents a field-aligned filament and encloses about
90 per cent of the kurtically distributed current.
Each line in one of these circles represents 10 K amp (current
equals number of lines plus or minus 5 K amp).
CURPLT-Current Plot
CURPLT shows the current vectors in the ionosphere for the
Birkeland current model defined by CURDIS.
BRKALC-Birkeland Calculate
BRKALC calls MAGMOD to find the current density and field com-
ponents of the Birkeland current model defined by CURDIS at points on
a circular orbit.
User must select the orbital altitude, the orbital inclination with
the ma g netic pole, the orbital angle with the dawn to dusk line, and
the number of measurement points in this orbit.
,a
;^a
The user must then elect to calculate the field of all the
currents, the field of any one component bank of currents, all of the
north-south currents, for example, are in one component bank or the
field of all the currents, less any one component bank.
Finally, user must select either a polar pass, whereby the orbit
will go from 50 degrees latitude western hemisphere to the same lati-
tude eastern hemisphere, or an equatorial pass from 50 degress lati-
tude north to 360 degress south in the eastern or western hemisphere.
MAGMOD-Magnetic Modeling
Called by BRKALC and 308RKC to evaluate the current density and
field components of the Birkeland current model defined by CURDIS.
MAGMOD takes the end points of a filament as found by CURDIS, rota-
tes it to its proper place, and calculates the field components and
current density at point X,Y,Z given by the calling program.
BRKPLT-Birkeland Plot
BRKPLT plots the vaues found the BRKALC in XYZ, NEV, or SDV coor-
dinates and shows the orbit.
30BRKC- 3-D Birkeland Calculate
3DBRKC has the same function as BRKALC except that it creates a
data set for a three dimensional plot with measurement points being on
a sphere of radius "ALT" greater than that of the earth's and there is
no provision for an e quatorial data set.
30PL"i-3-D Plot
This program was not written by, but was modified by Dale Greer.
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In its original form 3DPLT simply plotted a 3-0 picture of an
array. The form used here does the same but with perspective, zooming,
I	
and some interactive data conditioning included.
JBRKC- J Birkeland Calculate
JBRKC is like 3DBRKC except that it calls JBRKFN to find only the
current density.
JBRKFN - J Birkeland Function
Is like MAGMOD except that it only calculates the current density.
JBRKP - J Birkeland Plot
JBRKP plots the findings of JBRKC as an eleven color field. It
does this by sending direct commands to a Tektronix 4027. Eleven
colors are derived from the eight available through the use of pat-
terns.
BUFUN-Buffer Function
From JBRKP the POP 11/45 sends commands to the 4027 so fast that
the 4027 would crash and have to be turned off it is weren't for
BUFUN. BUFUN just does a few calculations and has no effect on the
program but to slow it down.
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V.	 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
This contract has demonstrated that a much more thorough analysis of the
Magsat vector magne t ic field observations when combined together with a
versatile modeling technique of the various contributions to the Magsat
measurements holds the promise of yielding valuable new irsights on the
subtle influences of space currents on main field and crustal anomaly stu-
dies. Further analysis of the Magsat data will also contribute undamental
new knowledge to our understanding of the electrodynamic coupling between
the ionosphere and the magnetosphere. The low level of scientific effort
allotted to the present study and its restriction to the demonstration of
feasibility has not permitted the type of in depth analysis required to
address the above problems. This contract has permitted the initial deve-
lopment of an inexpensive, versatile new tool whose ultimate application is
still ahead.
A number of specific recommendations can be made for further studies:
1) Recognizing the universal time effect described in this report,
analyze the space current perturbations durin g the specific
quiet days that have been selected out of the Magsat data for
anomaly and core field models. Apply the modeling procedure to
remove the average quiet time space current contribution.
2) Perform an in-depth analysis of how the separate parts of the
ionospheric and magnetosphPric current systems show up in the
vector Magsat measurements.
3) Use the modeling procedure to analyze the external and
ionospheric current contributions at locations and altitudes
relevant to proposed new magnetic field missions such as the
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Geopotential Research Mission (GRM), low altitude tether
satellite, and other free flying shuttle launched satellites.
4) There has been no consideration given to the altitude distribu-
tion of the ionospheric currents. 411 modeling and data reduc-
tion techniques developed to date have assumed that the
horizontal ionospheric currents flow in a highly localized
shell around 110 km altitude. Yet it is well known that there
is an altitude distribution of the ionospheric conductivity and
furthermore that the various terms of the conductivity tensor
have different altitude profiles. These effects will beome
much more important in low altitude magnetic field measuring
satellite missions.
5) The problem of induction has not been treated in our model to
any order. To the extent that currents induced in the earth by
currents flowing o+erhead influence the magnetic field at
Maosat, then we have not handled them. There are modifications
that can be made to the model that will make correction for the
effects of earth-induced currents.
5)	 Inversion: With res.-ect to modelin g the ionospheric and ma g ne-
tospheric currents, one would like to be able to solve the
inverse problem. That is, from the measurement of magnetic
field, compute the responsible currents. This may not be
possible from a sin g le point satellite measurements, but see
Item 7 below.
7 ) Ground level observations: Observations from a single
satellite operating alone do not provide sufficient information
^8
to solve for a unique system of currents. With some clever
techniques to combine selected sets of single point Magsat
measurements and by additionally incorporating ground based
observations taken simultaneously over a large portion of the
earth's surface we might just be able to overcome the non-
uniqueness problems associated with single satellite measure-
ments and find a true representation of the distributed
external currents.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This contract has demonstrated the feasibility of modeling the magnetic
fields that arise from distributed currents in the near-earth geospace
environment. The modeling procedure has been applied to the high latitude
Magsat observations to show that substantial perturbations arise in the
Magsat vector field, after subtraction of a spherical harmonic model of the
earth's main field, that are due to currents flowing in the earth's
ionosphere magnetosphere system. The contract has also involved data
reduction and analysis of the Magsat data with respect to the potential
effects of ionosphere-magnetosphere currents on the application of Magsat
data to studies of magnetic crustal anomalies.
SPECIFIC RESULTS
1) Developed interactive data analysis software to permit graphical out-
put of three-component magnetic field perturbations relative to a model
geomagnetic field in different coordinate systems with interactive control
of time base resolution.
2) Displayed and plotted Magsat vector measurements as perturbations
relative to the Magsat spherical harmonic model magnetic field at latitudes	
J
above 50 0 geomagnetic latitude for'all orbits during the first two months
of the mission.
3) Developed a new forward modeling software procedure that determines
the vector magnetic field due to distributed space currents.
4) Demonstrated that 3) could be accomplished efficiently, accurately,
and with computational economy on a small (PDP 11/45) computer system.
5) Used the modelling procedure to determine the separate effects at
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cMagsat orbit due to the currents flowing:
a) in the ionosphere along the auroral oval in the E-W direction
b) in the ionsophere across the auroral oval in the N-S direction
c) along the magnetic field direction between the ionosphere and the
magnetosphere.
6) Pointed out that periodicities of the Magsat orbit with respect to
the auroral and ionospheric current systems can lead to contamination of
anomaly and core field models by space current effects.
1) Recommended that dawn and dusk orbits be treated separately to
evaluate the effects of 6)
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Abstractions of papers presented at scienti,`ic meetings:
A. A Method of Calculating Mag^netic Fields Due to Systems of
his ri ut_eU Zurrents, presenteT-at Tmerican 7eop^ical_U'nion,
Spring Meeting, a timore, MD, May 25-29, 1981.
B. A Technique for Modelinq the Magnetic Perturbations Produced ^y
Tield-Aligned Curren*.ystems, presentednt Fourth Sc enti c
Ts- sembly of AGA , Eain urg, coteand, August 3-15, 1981.
C. Modeling the High-Latitude Magnetic Field Produced by Distributed
onosp erican Ma netosphe r ic ur-ents, presented at the Theory
Ton_Terence in Solar-Terrestrial Physics, Chestnut, Hill, MA,
August 23-26, 1982.
D. Model Magnetic Field Perturbations at Magsat due to External
urrent	 stems, presented at merican eophysf—caT-Union pring
Meeting,  a timore, MD, May 30-June 3, 1983, Abstract: EOS, 64,
212 (1983).
Scientific Publications:
A. A Technique for Modeling the Magnetic Perturbations Produced by
Field-Aligned Current Systems, D.M. Klumpar and D.M. Greer,
Geophysical Research Letters, 9, 361, 1982.
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APPENDIX A
A TECHNIQUE FOR MODELING THE MAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS PRODUCED
BY FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENT SYSTEMS
D.M. Klum ar and D. M. Greer (Center for Space Sciences, University
o	 exas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas, 75080, U.S.A.)
This paper presents results of a computational procedure that utilizes
various assumed distributions of ionospheric and field-aligned currents to
model magnetic perturbations observed at high latitudes from the polar
orbiting MAGSAT satellite. The highly sensitive vector magnetometers on
MAGSAT repeatedly observed magnetic field perturbations on essentially
every transit of the high latitude ionosphere. These perturbat i ons, with
field components lying predominantly in the magnetic East-West direction,
are customarily viewed as the signatures of oppositely directed paired
sheets of electrical current flowing parallel to the geomagnetic field.
These paired current sheets -re typically re qarded as being highly
restricted in latitudinal extent and elongated in magnetic longitude. The
model developed under this research utilizes a computationally fast and
mathematically simple technique that allows the magnetic field of a distri-
buted current system to be calculated oy representing such a system by an
arbitrary number of hypothetic-%- ]in-ar current elements. The facility of
the technique derives from tht :i c e of an analytic expression for the magne-
tic field of a linear current element having an extended and smoothly
varying cross sectiona l current density; thus eliminating unwanted discon-
tinuities. Magnetic perturbations typical of those encountered at auroral
latitudes by MAGSAT are produced by the model when realistic current con-
figurations are chosen. Direct comparisons between the model field pertur-
bations and those measured by the MAGSAT magnetometers permit more refined
models of the Birkeland currents to be developed.
1. University of Texas at Dallas
Richardson, Texas 75080
2. ER








A METHOD OF CALCULATING MAGNETIC FIELDS
DUE TO SYSTEMS OF DISTRIBUTED CURRENTS
D.M. Greer
1T-97-0umpar, (both at: Center for Space Scien-
ces, University of Texas at Dallas, Box 688
Richardson, Texas, 75080)
Electrical currents in the ionosphere and in
the magnetosphere produce large amplitude magne-
tic field perturbations that are	 tected by the
highly sensitive magnetometers on the polar
orbiting MAGSAT satellite. THis paper describes
a computationally fast and mathematically simple
method that has been developed and applied to
modeling the magnetic field produced by the
Birkeland current system. The technique allows
the magnetic field of a distributed cur ► _nt
system to be calculated by representing such a
system with an arbitrary number of hypothetical
lirear current elements. The facility of this
method derives from the use of an analytical
expression for the magnetic field of a straight
current filamenty having an extended and
smoothly varying current density. The cross
sectional current density profile of such a
filament looks somewhat like a swuare wave
pulse, of arbitrary width, with rounded corners.
Thus the system is free from unwanted discon-
tinuities and the field component in any direc-
tion and at any point in the model space is
easily calculated. Magnetic perturbations typi-
cal of those encountered at auroral latitudes by
MAGSAT are produced by the model when realistic
current confi g urations are chosen.
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MODELING THE HIGH-LATITUDE MAGNETIC FIELD
PRODUCED BY DISTRIBUTED IONOSPHERIC AND
MAGNETOSPHERIC CURRENTS
D. M. KLUMPAR, (Center for Space Sciences, The
niversit,v of Texas at Dallas, Box 688,
Richardson, Texas, 75080)
D.M. GREER
The magnetic Field disturbances resulting from
distributed currents in the high latitude
ionosphere and from the Birkeland currents,
which extend outward into the magnetosphere, are
computed using a highly efficient computational
technique that has recently been developed.
Using this technique the magnetic effects of the
large-scale distributed Birkeland, Hall, or
Pedersen currents can be computed independently
to ascerrtain their separate contributions to
the magnetic perturbations typically measured by
magnetic observatory arrays on the ground or by
satellite borne magnetometers. Use of this
technique illustrates the complexity of the many
contributions from various currents that combine
to produce the net magnetic disturbance that is
measured. Such modeing analysis provides the
basis for improved interpretation of ground and
satelite magnetic observations in terms of the
responsible currents. Such improvements will
subsequently lead to more realistic represen-
tations of the true horizontal and field-aligned
current systems than is available from the
customary "equivalent current representation"
and hence to a better understanding of magne-
tospheric dynamics. We pr?sent a set of model
cal,-ulations of the magnetic vector components
arising from an assumed ionospheric and
Birkeland curent system and compare the pre-
dicted magnetic signature to that typically
measured from low altitude polar orbiting
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Model Magnetic Field Perturbations at Magsat
due to External Current Systems
D. M. GREER ano D. M. RLUMPAR (Center for
Space Sciences, The University of Texas at
Dallas, Richardson, Texas 75080)
Significant magnetic field perturbations
due to currents in the ionose • ere-
magnetosphere system are observed on virtually
every Magsat orbit over the high latitude
ionosphere. We utilize a mode: f distributed
currents consisting of the horizontal
ionospheric currents and field-aligned
(Birxeland) currents to compute the
pertur5ation magnetic fiefs along Magsat
orbits. The computer cote models the
distributed currents by cecomposition into a
large number of linear, f:-ite cross section
current elements for dnich :he magnetic field
can readily oe computed. The perturbation
field at each point :n space due to the entire
distributed current system is then the vector
addition of the appropriate contributions from
each current clement i n the system. We compare
the model derived magnetic perturbations with
those deduc:d from actual Magsat measurements
to iteratively determine the districution of
ionospheric and Birxe:and currents for
particular Magsat orbits.
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APPENDIX A
A TECHNIQUE FOR MODELING THE MAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
PRODUCED BY FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENT SYSTEMS	 OF POOR QUALITY
D.M. Klumpar and D.M. Greer
Center for Space Sciences. The University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson. Texas 75080
Abstract A computational procedure is introduced for calculating
the magnetic fields produced by virtually any distributed system of
eltctrical currents This procedure is being applied to the modeling of
magnetic fields produced near the earth and on its surface by horizon.
tal currents flowing in the ionosphere and by the so-called Birkeland
currents Bowing along the geomagnetic field at high magnetic lati.
tudes. This report describes briefly the principles that underlie the
technique and illustrates the resnitsobtained when the model is applied
to the interpretation of perturbation fields being measured by the
polar-orbiting magnetic Bolds satellite (MAGSAT). Even for a very
simple assumed current distribution we calculate magnetic field resid-
uals whose large-scale features are similar to those deduced from
MAGSAT measurements. A predominately sunward magnetic pertur-
bation is obtained over the region poleward of the Region 1 current
system as a natural consequence of balanced Region 1 and Region '2
currents. The model predicts the existence of low-latitude magnetic
effects of auroral currents that represent potential sources of error for
spherical harmonic representations of the geomagnetic field.
Introduction
The magnetic field measured from near-earth orbit, although domi-
nated by the earth's main magnetic field, contains significant com.
ponents that arise from electrical currents Bowing in the ionosphere-
magnetosphen system. in particular. &thigh latitudes near the auroral
oval. currents Bowing parallel to the geomagnetic field may cause per-
turbations in the locally measured magnetic field in excess of 1500 nT
directed primarily transverse to the main geomagnetic field. Such
field-aligned current signatures were first measured from satellite
1963.380 and reported by Zmuda at al. (1966, 19671. Since that time
magnetometer on a number of low-altitude satellites (TRIAD, ISIS,
AE-C. S3.2) have been used to infer the nature of the magnetic pertur-
bations arising from field-aligned currents (e.g.. lijima and Potemra.
1976a.b: Klumpar et M., 1976: McDiarmid et al., 1978a.b: Klumpar.
1979: Bythrow et al.. 1980.1981: Doyle et al.. 1981: and others]. In 1979
a dedicated magnetic fields satellite was launched to make the first
global vector survey of the geomagnetic field.
The magnetic fields satellite, MAGSAT. was placed in a near-earth
sun-synchronous orbit with the objectives of making precise magnetic
field measurements to accurately describe the earth's main magnetic
field and to map. on a global basis, the fields caused by sources in the
earth's crust (Langel, 1979]. It was recognized early in the program
that the sensitive magnetometers would also measure the magnetic
.field produced by currents Bowing in the ionosphere-magnetosphere
system external to earth and that at some locations and times these
external effects would even mask the crustal anomaly fields.
Analyses of these externally caused magnetic perturbations in terms
of the responsible currents have generally assumed a highly Idealized.
local system of paired. infinitely lon g. planar, parallel current sheets
oriented perpendicular to the satellite trajectory. Kisabeth (1979] took
a major step towards eliminating these restrictive geometrical as-
sumptions by devising a computational technique to determine the
magnetic perturbations that would arise from more general distribu-
tions of currents. The present work represents a new effort to model the
magnetic perturbations resulting from distributed electrical currents
flowing in space around the earth. To that end a method has been devel•
oped for calculating the magnetic field at any point to space due to an
assumed spatial distribution of electric currents. This paper briefly
Copyright 1982 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 2LO114.
0094-8276/82/002L-0114$3.00
describes the computation technique and discusses several important
aspects of the magnetic perturbations that result from a simple large-
scale Birkeland and ionos,heric current system resembling that pre-
viously, deduced from the large body of near-earth magnetic field
measurements. We conclude by comparing signatures derived from
MAGSAT measurements with those predicted by the computational
technique.
Several aspects of the field perturbations derived from the modeled
large-scale current system raise questions about commonly accepted
interpretations of satellite-borne magnetic observations. They are:
1. Fora balanced Birkeland current system in which all ofthe field-
aligned current closes in the N-S direction between the Region 1
and Region 2 field-aligned current sheets, there still exists asun-
ward-directed magnetic perturbation in the region poleward of
the Region 1 currents. Thus. contrary to some suggestions, a
polar "top-hat" field distribution does not necessarily imply a
net field-aligned current in the Region 1 current system.
2. Significant magnetic field perturbations due to high latitude
currents extend to latitudes well below those normally associated
with the auroral zone.
3. The existence of a positive perturbation in the sunward com.
ponent of the magnetic field over the polar cap does not require
a cross polar cap current. but rather arises as a natural conse-
quence of a balanced classical Region 1 and Region 2 Birkeland
current system.
The Field Modeling Technique
The magnetic field computation technique is based upon the additive
properties of vector fields. In general, the field vector at  point in space
is the vector sum of the vector components arising from all of the ele-
mental field sources in the universe. In the present case, the magnetic
field at a point is computed by summing the contributions of all of the
assumed currents that exist everywhere in space. The assumed current
distribution is modeled by decomposing the actual current distribution
into an arbitrary number of finite length current elements. The tech-
nique itself relies upon the use of an analytical expression for the mag-
netic field of a straight current carrying filament having an extended
and smoothl y varying cross-sectional current density. The cross.
sectional current density profile looks somewhat like a square wave
pulse with rounded corners. The use of such a platykurtic distribution
has been found to eliminate discontinuities that exist in asquare wave
representation and allows for easy calculation of the vector magnetic
field at any point In the world space.
The total current distribution to be calculated is represented by an
arbitrary number of these finite length current elements. Typically
several hundred such current elements are used to represent the hori-
zontal and field-aligned current distribution over the high latitude
ionosphere. By a suitable summation of the field at each point due to
the contributions from all current elements. the magnetic field may
be calculated anywhere, such on the earth's surface or along a satellite
orbit.
As an illustration of the technique. we show in Figure 1 a simple,
hypothetical, ionospheric current distribution that is characterized by
dominant north-south currents. A large-scale eastward electrojet
current flows from noon across the dusk hemisphere toward midnight
while a westward electrojet current is directed through the dawn hemi•
sphere from noon to midnight. All currents are confined to a shell
running between 60' and 76' latitude. This horizontal current system
requires, for continuity, that there be accompan y ing field-aligned
currents, which are shown in Figure 2. The circles represent the Ixa-
tions of possible field-aligned current elements and the cross hatching
































DISTRIBUTION OF IONOSPHE R IC CURRENTS
Figure 1. High latitude distribution of horizontal ionospheric currents platted
on a latitude versus local time coordinate grid. All horizontai currents are con-
,trained to flow inside a channel between 61` and 76' latitude
currents. Percival hatching depicts the presence of an inward current.
which is seen to exist at low' 18titudes in the post - noon to midnight
-sector and at high latitudes in the morning hemisphere. Horizontal
hatching indicates the outward current at hi gh latitudeson theetening
hemisphere and at low latitudes in the morning hemisphere. These
high and low latitude field-aligned currents represent the Region 1
and Region 2 currents deduced by lilima ano Potemra 11976a . bl from
a study of the TRIAD data.
In addition to the sheet-like currents discussed above. the chosen
horizontal current distribution requires tnat there be an additional
downward current near noon and an upward current near midnight.
These currents partially feed into the eastward and westward electro-
jets that floc: across the dawn and dusk hemispheres in Figure 1.
The primary question we seek to answer is. what are the magnetic
fields produced by such acurrentsystem'' Figure 3dispisys:heresults
of the computauon in the upper three panels as iautudc profilesof three
components of the magnetic field that would be measured at a satellite
at 4Si) km altitude moving along the dusk to (law n meridian The cart-
wheel plot at the ipper right depicts the path along which . he fieid
is computed. The twttom panel displays the field - aligned current den-
iity profile as n function of latitude along the satellite orbit. which. as
anticipated from the previous ;igure. passes through only the classical
Region 2 and Region 1 Birkeland c , i.- rents. As expected. t he major per-
turbation appears in the East - West component with thesteepest gradi-
ents occurring at the location of the local field-ali gned currents.
Smaller but still significant. magnetic field contributions are found
in the region equatorward of the . u w latitude termination of current
flow The magnetic field strength at 50` ! autude, a full Ill- of latitude
equatorward of the auroral currents. are of the order of 10 to 20 nT
and decay onl y slowly •.vith decreasin g :atitude. The presence of such
mid-latitude magnetic effects in satellite measurement., may. if not
properly attributed to the external current system. contri bute to errors
in a proper iphericai harmonic representation of the main magnetic
field. Concentrating now on latitudes ix)ieward of the hi g h latitude
currents. it is apparent t hat there is again a significant ma gnetic per-
turbation due to the modeled current... This so-called " polar top-oat
field perturbation is directed primaril y sunward. This model shows
that It arises a., a natural consequence of a balanced current system in






Figure 2. The distribution of fieid-aligned current-, required to maintain
current continua% with the horizontal current, .now  in Fi gure t
Such level shifts observed in satellite data have in the past been inter-
preted as evidence fora net fieid-aligned current in the Region 1 system
(Sugiura and Potemra 19761. or as a result of cross polar cap currents
(Fuld et al.. 19811. Finally. we note that the modeled currents also pro-
duce a notable perturbation in the vertical component of B. Such an
effect has been detected in the MAGS3T data.
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In Figure a are shown. fur the same current distribution, the mag-
netic field profiles along a somewhat different urbit where the satellite
passes on the da yside of the pole. The main features of the magnetic
profiles observ ed in the dusk-dawn meridian are preserved with the
primary difference being a reduction in amplitude of the N-S com-
ponent and a widening of the E-N' profile. as the satellite makes a more
oblique pass through the current system.
Although un:) profiles at satellite altitude have been shown. the
modeling procedure described here also allows the field components
to be calculated on the surface of the earth. Suen a model will permit
further understanding of the external sources of the magnetic fields
measured on the ground and in space and. in particular. of the complex
magnetospherie-ionosphere electrical circuit.
Comparison w • Itn MAGSAT Data
From the hector magnetic measurements made by MAGSAT it is
possible to derive a difference field by subtracting a model represen-
tatiun of the earth's main magnetic field from the measured field. This
difference field Ii presumably the resultant perturbation that arises
from the combined effects of externally produced fields due to currents
In space and Induced in the earth. crustal anomalies and Inaccuracies
in the spherical harmonic model representation of the core field. If in
the first approximation we choose to gnore the latter two contribu.
tions to the difference field because the y are small. and assume a steady
state external current system. the difference field will represent only
the effects of external currents. Figure 5 shows such a difference field
for a dusk to dawn MAGSAT pass over the northern latitudes on
Nu yemoer 13. 1979. In producing this difference field a thirteenth
degree and order sphencai harmonic representation of the main mag-
netic field referred to as the MGST 16,?5M model (Langei et al.. 1960)
was used. For this orbit the satellite passes just to the daymde of the
dusk to dawn meridian. The largest leviations from the model. up to
950 nT in the East - West component. occur as the satellite passes over
the dusk auroral oval between 10:56 and 10:59 CT. A deviation of
approximately one-third of the E-R• component is also present in the
N-S component. Furthermore the N-S component has a 130 nT resid-
ual deviation extending down below 41' geographic latitude. The
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Figures.  Measured difference field, alont[sS1A1,SAT,irbrtun\u%emoer13.
1979. All three component, are piutted reiaute to the \IGST ul Mli fieid model
of Langel et ai. ^19no1.
absence of such a low-latitude residual in the E-W component is some-
what at variance with the predictions of the model discussed in the
pre, ious section. Two possible explanations mac account for this vari-
ance. The first is that the auroral current model discussed in the pre-
vious section may not accurately portray the real currents curing this
pass. and that the real current system is producing no E-W field com-
ponent at low latitude. A second possibdity is that the 1: q h order
spherical harmonic expanison has been contaminated by the low lati-
tude fields due to polar currents and as a result has these effects built-
in as a part of the main geomagnetic field. The actual resolution of the
discrepancy may rest in some combination of these two possibilities
and will be one of the objectives of further modeling efforts.
Further comparisons of this NIAGSAT difference plot with the per-
turbations calculated from the -lmpie model and shown in Figure 4
reveai gross similarities in the !arge-scaie features and substanuai
differences in details. The latter arise from :mail-scale variations in
the actual current sytem that .vere present durin g the MAGSAT pass
shown In Figure 3 for ••chich no attempt to model has peen made In the
current distribution discussed here. This comparison -e y es to lilus-
;rate the complexities that exist in the real Birkeiano current ststem.
Conclusion
A general calculauonal procedure has been developed to compute
the magnetic field perturbations arising from distributed Ionospheric
and ionosphere-magnetosphere couplin g currents A -impiified cur-
rent distribution has been chosen to illustrate the technique and the
nrsulting magnetic perturbations have been compared to actuai mag
-netic perturbations measured from MAGSAT The nalanced BIrxeland
current system produces non-negligible low-latitude ma gnetic field
perturbations A sunward magnetic perturbation is also produced at
latitudes pole%%ard of the high latitude current sheet.
Acknowledgments. This work • vas su p ported under National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration contract number NAS 5.26309.
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